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C/C Issued:
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Plan Reviews & Approvals Status

 B18-106067 ANTENNAE-TOWER-STRUCTURAL

Reviews Approved Date Entered User Name

BLDG-STRUCTURAL-PLAN REVIEW NO 8/20/2018 DOMENICO I DE LISO

BLDG-STRUCTURAL-PLAN REVIEW NO 8/20/2018 Domenico De Liso

BLDG-STRUCTURAL-PLAN REVIEW NO 8/21/2018 DOMENICO I DE LISO

BLDG-STRUCTURAL-PLAN REVIEW NO 8/21/2018 Domenico De Liso

ENGINEERING-PLAN REVIEW NO 8/21/2018 CLARISSA IP

ENGINEERING-PLAN REVIEW NO 8/21/2018 Clarissa Ip

LANDSCAPE REVIEW NO 8/21/2018 GUILLERMO SALAZAR

UTILITIES-DRAINAGE-PLAN REVIEW NO 10/8/2018 WILFORD ZEPHYR

ENGINEERING-LANDSCAPE REVIEW NO 10/24/2018 GUILLERMO SALAZAR

BLDG-ELECTRICAL-PLAN REVIEW YES 8/21/2018 ED WEIDLICH

BLDG-ELECTRICAL-PLAN REVIEW YES 8/21/2018 Ed Weidlich

BLDG-ELECTRICAL-PLAN REVIEW YES 8/21/2018 ED WEIDLICH

BLDG-ELECTRICAL-PLAN REVIEW YES 8/21/2018 Ed Weidlich

Approvals & Certifications Date Performed ByApproved

Broward County Notice of Commencement 7/30/2018

Result DateResultInspection DisciplineInspection Description

Inspection Results:
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Plan Reviews & Approvals Status

 B18-106067 ANTENNAE-TOWER-STRUCTURAL

Description Date Entered By

Application Comments

Comments

7/30/2018ContractorOverride FJOSEPH

USER OVERRODE:The Following Have Expired For Contractor: LAMBERT BROS. INC

State Certification, Liability Insurance, Workmans Compensation, 

COMMENT:

7/30/2018ContractorOverride FJOSEPH

USER OVERRODE:The Following Have Expired For Contractor: LAMBERT BROS. INC

State Certification, Liability Insurance, Workmans Compensation, 

COMMENT:

Description Date Entered By

PermitScreen Comments

Comments

8/21/2018 EWEIDLICH

Approved 8/21/18 submittal and created electrical sub permit

Weezer electric

Tom Jeffers

EC-0001360

954 444 2561

Modular cell site with 400 amp generator.

Prewired trailer. Connections to generator and FP&L only.

10000

Description Date Entered By

PlanReview Comments

Comments

8/16/2018 EWEIDLICH

You have received a C/A.

 

C/A--Conditional Approval, which means your electrical plan is o/k but you will still need an 

electrical contractor to submit a notarized permit application. 

                             

You will be able to obtain your master permit with this approval , and you can also obtain your 

sub-electric permit, when you pick up your master permit or later when needed as long as you 

have a fully executed permit application in the file from the electrical contractor and he is up to 

date with licenses and required insurances.

Conditional Approvals never hold up the issuance of a Master Permit .

8/16/2018 EWEIDLICH

Approved 7/30/18 submittal with CA for EC application.

Modular cell site with 400 amp generator.

Prewired trailer. Connections to generator and FP&L only.

8000 ug , ec r f

8/20/2018 WZEPHYR
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 B18-106067 ANTENNAE-TOWER-STRUCTURAL

Description Date Entered By

PlanReview Comments

Comments

Survey show property in flood zone AH5, with Base Flood Elevation (BFE) of 5' NAVD88. 

Finished floor elevation of the proposed storage building has to be set at 6' NAVD. Revise plan 

accordingly.

8/21/2018 CDIAZ

1. It is pending an approval from the Commission meeting

8/21/2018 EWEIDLICH

Approved 8/21/18 submittal and created electrical sub permit

Weezer electric

Tom Jeffers

EC-0001360

954 444 2561

Modular cell site with 400 amp generator.

Prewired trailer. Connections to generator and FP&L only.

8/16/2018BLDG-ELECTRICAL-PLAN REVIEW EWEIDLICH

This site is on west side of large lake on hollywood water tower site.

8/21/2018BLDG-ELECTRICAL-PLAN REVIEW FJOSEPH

submit elect app

8/20/2018BLDG-STRUCTURAL-PLAN REVIEW DDELISO

1) Provide the Tower and tower Foundation design signed and sealed by an engineer 

2) Provide a subsoil investigation report  by a geotechnical engineer, clearly identifying the 

allowable in-place bearing capacity of the building pad for the proposed structure and verify the 

existing soil conditions  -  The certified in-place bearing capacity shall meet or exceed the 

design bearing capacity -  FBC 1803   

3) Provide a filled in Permit Application, including the contractor’s license and the job value

4) Provide a Special Inspector Form signed by the owner and the contractor, and filled in, 

signed, dated and sealed by the special inspector for Building Structure of unusual size, height, 

design and critical structural connections.

5) Provide subpermit applications for:

      - Generator 

      - Equipment storage shelter

      - Fence

8/21/2018BLDG-STRUCTURAL-PLAN REVIEW FJOSEPH

submit struct app

8/21/2018BLDG-STRUCTURAL-PLAN REVIEW DDELISO
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Description Date Entered By

PlanReview Comments

Comments

Permit application is on file: 

1) Provide the Tower and tower Foundation design signed and sealed by an engineer 

2) Provide a subsoil investigation report  by a geotechnical engineer, clearly identifying the 

allowable in-place bearing capacity of the building pad for the proposed structure and verify the 

existing soil conditions  -  The certified in-place bearing capacity shall meet or exceed the 

design bearing capacity -  FBC 1803   

3) Provide a Special Inspector Form signed by the owner and the contractor, and filled in, 

signed, dated and sealed by the special inspector for Building Structure of unusual size, height, 

design and critical structural connections.

4) Provide subpermit applications for:

      - Generator 

      - Equipment storage shelter

      - Fence

8/21/2018ENGINEERING-PLAN REVIEW CIP

Provide signed and sealed engineer's estimate for civil engineering related work.

4/8/2019ENGINEERING-PLAN REVIEW CIP

1. Provide signed and sealed engineer's estimate for civil engineering related work. 

2. Provide wetlands determination letter or environmental permit from Broward County.

8/21/2018LANDSCAPE REVIEW GSALAZAR
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 B18-106067 ANTENNAE-TOWER-STRUCTURAL

Description Date Entered By

PlanReview Comments

Comments

In prior to move forward with Landscape plan review process applicant to submit a landscape 

plan and documents as follows:

1.            Provide information updated tree survey  not older than 6 months for existing trees on 

site on a separate table include: location, species, estimated ht./spread, and /DBH diameter of 

trunks in inches.

2.            Provide a detailed tree disposition plan and landscape plan on separate sheets by a 

registered professional licensed Landscape Architect in the State of Florida that compliments the 

building architecture and uses, provides for shade, beautifies the site, accentuates site features, 

and serves as a buffer where appropriate.  Provide tabular data chart on plan that identifies City 

of Hollywood landscape requirements and how they are being met for Perimeter landscape, 

Species diversity requirements, Interior landscape for at grade parking lots and vehicular use 

areas, open space, view triangle, planning and development board and historic preservation 

board and irrigation. Landscape plan should comply with all the requirements according to City 

of Hollywood Landscape manual, chapter 155.52, Article 9  LDR. Landscape plan set to include 

and clarify what is been provided as per city code requirements for landscape for project type. 

As per submitted clarity is required in terms of amount of inches of DBH for trees proposed to 

be removed and trees not meeting City of Hollywood minimum height or DBH requirements at 

planting.

3.            Provide irrigation plans for an automatic underground irrigation system for the project.  

Irrigation plans shall be prepared, signed and sealed by a registered professional licensed to do 

such design under State of Florida Statute 481.303(6)(c) or as otherwise prescribed under 

Florida Statutes. 

4.            Additional comments may be forthcoming at Building permit submittal. 

According to Chapter 155.52 of the Code of Ordinances and the City of Hollywood Landscape 

Manual. Shade trees to be installed at a minimum size of 2" DBH/ 12' height.  Existing trees 

meeting this criteria may be used as credit toward total requirement.  Palm trees count toward 

tree requirements on a 3:1 basis, meaning 3 palms equal 1 broadleaf tree.  The following palm 

species are the exception and count 1:1 as trees: Royal Palm, Phoenix 

sylvestris/Medjool/canariensis, Bismarkia, and Coconut. Minimum height requirements for all 

palms at planting is 8’ of GW or CT.

No tree removals without a tree removal sub- permit. Supplemental arborist report might be 

required as needed to approve any tree removal permit. Applicant to submit a complete Broward 

County Uniform Building Application and separate application for tree removal and planting 

sub-permit.  Submit approved and signed total final landscape installation estimate from 

Landscape contractor/installer for two separate sub-permits in separate to comply with existing 

pending city code tree planting and removal 

 Coordinate meeting with Guillermo Salazar Landscape plan reviewer for any further questions 

or clarifications at gsalazar@hollywoodfl.org

10/8/2018UTILITIES-DRAINAGE-PLAN REVIEW WZEPHYR
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Description Date Entered By

PlanReview Comments

Comments

Review was mistakenly removed. Comment below needs to be addressed prior to Utilities 

approval.

Survey show property in flood zone AH5, with Base Flood Elevation (BFE) of 5' NAVD88. 

Finished floor elevation of the proposed storage building has to be set at 6' NAVD. Revise plan 

accordingly.

Description Date Entered By

System Comments

Comments

7/30/2018

Address Change from 4950 SW 40 CT          504231010242

8/16/2018

Permit Type Change from NEW-MODULAR MANUFACTURED
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Linked Permits Status

E18-102087 CREATED
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From: Alejandro Gil [mailto:alex@adlucemcorp.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 7, 2019 5:03 PM 
Subject: RE: Building Permit 2018 
 

Hello,  
Thank you for the documentation.    The CIRC document in particular was very entertaining 

reading.    With respect to the drawings, many of the items I noticed were documented in the 

permitting feedback.   Namely: 
 The drawings have conflicting information.   In some, the generator is located on a 3 to 6” pad 

on the ground sitting atop legs to get it above the calculated flood zone.  Others have it on 

the same platform as the shelter.   Not clear why the conflicting drawings. 
 The two main things I noticed were that the tower still shows it being 300’. 
 No foundation drawings 
 Shows a 100kw generator rather than a 175kw generator in a subsequent set of drawings. 

  
In terms of the CIRC analysis, here are my observations: 

 Page 5 
o Given the size and height of the CIRC building, the area behind the building should 

experience shadowing regardless of whether or not it is being serviced by the CIRC 

building or the WLP tower.    Gerald, please confirm if you agree. 
o I personally disagree with the need for modifications, but I cannot confirm whether 

there would be “significant modifications” until we close on the installation strategy.   In 

my opinion, that would only be applicable if you were putting the batteries up on the 

top floor.   If we put those on the lower floor, the load on the boiler room floor would be 

significantly less, and more accommodating. 
o The construction at the CIRC will not take longer than building a free standing 

tower.   That is patently false given less work is required in the CIRC, and we can have 

separate teams doing the work on the boiler room, another team building the room for 

the batteries and generator and then the electrician. 
o Recovery – this comment was particularly amusing.   Again, completely untrue.    We 

could keep spare antennas in the building in order to get service back up right away, 

and to boot the building affords more protection to the equipment than the 

tower.   Plus, the building is not in a flood zone, so the most likely scenario is the teams 

could be in the building the very next day.   The same cannot be said about WLP.    I’ve 

already shared my thoughts on the recovery at WLP. 
 Page 6 

o Raised concrete floor is only one option.    I’m sure Gerald can research other 

alternatives and find a comparably good solution.   Especially if we are only putting the 

P25 BTS and power plant in the boiler room. 
o A helicopter is definitely not necessary, and we believe we can get around the need 

for a crane.   So the crane is a last resort. 
 Page 9 (Flood Mitigation) 

o Really enjoyed this one.   Particularly amusing.   Even if the boiler were to burst, it would 

not flood the room and submerge the equipment.    Worst case, this is a wash along 

with WLP.    Both sites have some element of risk, but the risk of flooding at WLP is without 

question higher than CIRC. 
 Page 11 

o Clearly states that systemwide coverage is comparable to WLP which is what the BCC 

argued for.   We just need to find a solution for propagating signal in the surrounding 

area under the building.   Tall buildings behind CIRC should experience some element 

of shadowing regardless of which site is selected. 
o New construction increases the risks of shadowing regardless of what site is 

selected.   This is a wash between both sites. 

mailto:alex@adlucemcorp.com


o Both sites would need to get FAA approval, but given the roof already has the really tall 

spires on them it is less likely to get rejected than a 306’ (or 321’) tower (depending on 

which drawing ends up being correct). 
 Page 16 

o Bullet 1 doesn’t even merit attention.   The numbers are absurd. 
o Bullet 2 is purely an assumption.   The lease agreement with CIRC needs to be finalized 

rather than anyone guessing. 
o Bullet 3 makes it clear they know nothing about towers.   A tower does not cost $5k to 

maintain.    Here are all the items required to maintain a tower: 
 Monthly mowing, treatment for weeds and removal of debris.   Common for all 

tower owners. 
 Pest control (especially so close to the water).   Common for all tower owners. 
 Given the close proximity to the water, you need to plan on visiting that tower 

monthly and inspecting it for exposed metal and treatment with cold galve and 

paint.   That means a minimum of a 2 man team climbing the tower and 

performing the inspection and maintenance.    For a 2 man tiger team, I charge 

$2500 to $3000 per day for this kind of thing.   This should be a day’s worth of work 

every time they visit. 
 On a rooftop site, all costs should be incorporated into the lease.   Not 

sure what additional costs there would be in the CIRC. 
 Page 19 

o I disagree.    If you are doing recovery on the CIRC, you can send two people to do the 

work, and they do not need to be tower climbers.    All they need to do is grab their 

tools (and materials), hit the stairwell and walk up to the top story.   Only thing on the 

building that would need attention are the microwave dishes up on the roof and the 

antennas on the parapet walls.    Perhaps some of the coax runs.    If we store spares in 

the building, they could immediately recover it.   Especially given the equipment is 

protected inside the building. 
 Remember, during a recovery, it’s about getting the network back up.  It’s not 

about making it pretty.   The dressing in and repair can take place later.   All that 

matters is getting the system back on the air. 
o Recovery on the WLP tower will require a 4 man team.   Assuming the area is not under 

water, and is accessible with a truck, this would apply.   Upon arrival, they need to get 

all their kit out of the truck and the trailer they will need in order to bring the MW dish 

and all the materials for installation.   Then they have to do a safety precheck, check all 

harnesses and climbing apparatus, and the climbing ropes to insure nothing is 

damaged.   JHA form and associated documentation needs to be completed, and all 

parties need to sign.   That is a requirement of the industry.   That usually takes an 

hour.    Once the guys are rigged and ready to climb, 2 guys go up and 2 stay at the 

base.   If the tower took damage, then they need to be careful as the climb in the 

event there is equipment in the path of the safety climb.   You do not climb a 306 to 

320’ tower in 5 minutes.   It takes time to climb while tying off as you go up the 

tower.    Once they get to the top, they inspect everything to insure that it is safe, assess 

the damage, radio down what is required and then they rig the tower.    Before any 

work can be done, any and all materials on the tower that are damaged and hanging 

must be removed to eliminate a safety issue.   Then we set up and begin working.   Just 

based on the above, it is safe to say that a rooftop site is faster. 
 Climbing towers is very dangerous.   Safety protocols must (and will as far as my 

people are concerned) be adhered to and followed.   Every year people die 

falling from towers.   Circumventing safety is not an option.   During a recovery 

after a storm, the entire environment is dangerous and that is when safety 

protocols are most critical. 



o Last bullet, this is a matter of planning.   My suggestion would be to do proper disaster 

recovery planning and keep the spares on the site.    There is room to store materials in 

CIRC.   If you leave anything on the WLP site, it has a probably of being caught up in 

the storm surge and possibly getting damaged.   What can be stored inside the shelter 

will depend on space, but an 8’ MW dish is definitely not going to fit in there; and, 

without transmission to connect the site to the network, you have no P25 

network.   Transmission is the backbone.    
 Regarding WLP, the following would apply: 

 Until the waters around the tower recede down low enough for a truck to 

reach it, and the area to and around the tower is cleared of debris, no 

work can commence on the tower.   You cannot recover the site, if you 

cannot reach it. 
 Assuming they install all the way at the top of the tower, WLP will also 

require a crane or helicopter to recover the site, because you need 15 to 

20’ of head room clearance for a winch to be utilized.    A crane is entirely 

unrealistic immediately after a storm, because a crane operator will not 

drive their crane into an area that is under water because the weight of 

the crane will cause it to sink.   So only two possible outcomes are on the 

table: 
1. No recovery can be performed until the storm surge recedes, the 

area is cleared, dries and is suitable for a crane.   Not an option 

given this is the P25 for first responders. 
2. Use a helicopter to raise the 8’ microwave dish from aviat, the 6 25’ 

antennas and the 6 runs of 1 5/8” coax.      
  
That document has both factual and fictional elements.   I cannot tell you whether it was intentional 

or simply they did not know; however, it was a factual misrepresentation of reality.   Some of the 

disadvantages that they applied to CIRC are actually applicable to WLP and not CIRC.    
  
Gerald, 
  
Your thoughts? 
  
Best regards, 
  
Alex Gil 
  
AD LUCEM 
Mobile - 973.714.5649 
Email – alex@adlucemcorp.com 
 

mailto:alex@adlucemcorp.com

























































































